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NZ-UK
Free Trade...
But who in the honey chain
will have it made?
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Free Trade Returns
News in October of an imminent free trade agreement (FTA) between
New Zealand and the United Kingdom has been met with enthusiasm
from the New Zealand honey industry. With a current 16 percent tariff
on Kiwi honey set to be slashed from day one of the agreement being
signed, there is potential for better returns to the beekeeper and market
growth, but how do some of the key stakeholders see the new NZ-UK
honey market dynamics playing out?
While New Zealand’s honey producers might fairly expect to see
more money in their hands following signing of the finalised FTA –
which isn’t expected to occur until 2022 – it’s not as simple as that,
those with knowledge of the market suggest.

These days Fletcher is well aware of
the units of effort that go into primary
production, owning a commercial
flower garden in Wairarapa while
also acting as a consultant to the
apiculture industry.
FTAs remove the “tax wedge”,
meaning landed price and export
price are only separated by the
shipping cost, Fletcher says.
Ian Fletcher
“That tends to generate a
higher return for the exporter

“Everyone along the line tends to think, there is more money here,
I can clip the ticket more,” says Ian Fletcher, who in the 1990s sat
around international trade negotiation tables as the European
Union’s policy lead on FTAs globally.
“That means they can invest more though and for producers
in New Zealand that should mean a higher income for every unit
of effort.”

NZ-UK FTA
Examples of Tariff Reductions for New Zealand Exporters
From
Day 1

Previous[1]
Product
Tariff
Wine

Free Access

16%

Honey

Free Access

8%

Onions

Free Access

6%

Hoki

<$50/100L

8-20%

Year 3

Year 5

Year 15

Free Access

Mussels
[2]

<8%

Apples

<$374/100kg

Butter

<$358/100kg

Cheese

Duties removed in
4 equal reductions
over three years

Free Access

Free Access for off-season
fruit, and 20,000 tonne
tariff-free annual quota for
in-season fruit.

Free Access

Quota increasing over time:
7,000 tonnes-15,000 tonnes annually

Free Access

Quota increasing over time:
24,000 tonnes-48,000 tonnes annually

Free Access

<8% +
$272/100kg

Other dairy

<12% +
$500/100kg

Sheepmeat

Transitional tariff-free quota increasing over time:
up to 149,205 tonnes-164,205 tonnes annually

Free Access

<12% +
$492/100kg

Beef

[5]

Transitional tariff-free volume increasing over time:
12,000 tonnes-60,000 tonnes annually

Free Access

[3]

[4]

Limited tariff-free
access for some products

Free Access

Free Access

Honey is among those
products which will see tariffs
[1] Rates may fluctuate with currency changes
removed on day one when the
[2] Off-season trade window runs from January-July. Seasonal trade window runs from August-December.
[3] Includes whole milk powder, skim milk powder, whey, other dairy proteins, infant formula, liquid milks, yoghurt, ice cream
NZ-UK free trade deal comes
[4] Figure stated equates to total combined WTO country-specific quota access for sheep meat in addition to FTA quota access
[5] Quota access from Years 1-10 starting at 12,000MT and rising in equal annual instalments to 38,820MT. Safeguard volumes from Years 11-15 starting at 43,056MT and rising in equal annual instalments to 60,000MT in Year
15. effect.
into
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and potentially a higher return for the importer, say in the case of
a big supermarket. Both of them have an incentive to continue to
invest in the product and we may well find that consumer prices in
the UK don’t move much, if at all, but there is more money which
is able to be put into marketing and that sort of thing. The benefit
for consumers may well be there, but it is unlikely to be the full
amount.”
In the case of New Zealand honey, some of those with a closer
knowledge of the market, and skin in the game, have slightly
different thoughts on how the new market dynamics might, and
should, play out.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
The smart move for the New Zealand honey industry is to
encourage market growth, ahead of honey value growth, in the
soon-to-be tariff-free trading environment, according to Phil
Caskey.
Caskey knows plenty about building honey markets, having
recently returned from three years based in the UK where he
sought to grow markets for the company he co-founded, New
Zealand Manuka Group. He also undertook considerable work at
home and abroad in the 1990s as a pioneer of the manuka honey
industry.
“A 16 percent price reduction could potentially broaden
the market, but if that is just absorbed through wholesalers,
distributors and the like, or indeed back in New Zealand as extra
profit – which there is some temptation to happen – then it will

be to no avail in terms of growing the
market,” Caskey warns.
“If it is passed through directly
and the consumer sees that on
the shelf, then I think it has
potential to grow the market
quite significantly over there
and change the perception of
Phil Caskey
manuka honey being out of
reach for a lot of people.”
It is not just manuka honey that
could see market growth though
and Caskey says the opportunity of free trade
should be looked at as the opening New Zealand honey has been
looking for, to help alleviate a backlog of honey and resulting
supply and demand imbalance in recent years.
“If we use this to compete against other honeys that are being
brought into the UK already, then that is the real opportunity for
us. We have to take a step back and look at the volume we are
sitting on in the storage sheds and determine, what is the volume
we need to be selling each year? How do we best do that?”
The answer to the latter question, Caskey believes, is to either
open up new markets, which is very difficult and comes at high
cost, or to sell more into existing markets.
The UK perennially sits in the top three New Zealand honey
export markets, alongside China and the USA, worth around $70
million annually.
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“We can only increase the volume into the markets to which we
are already selling into on price, because we are competing with
other honeys globally. This is the opportunity for that. It is a free
opening into a market to get rid of the honey we have sitting in
stock,” Caskey says.
“If that 16 percent is absorbed as margin – and some exporters
might be pinching margin to compete so they might look at this as
an opportunity to regain that – then that won’t grow the market.
Realistically, if wholesalers and distributors can accept the margin
is the margin, then collectively we will pass on the savings to
consumers and grow the market. That is a win, because you are
moving more volume, but not everyone will see it this way.”
RETAILER’S CUT
UK retailers are among those who may
not “see it that way”. Egmont Honey
has carved out a market share in
the UK in recent years and chief
executive James Annabell says
the big retailers are very alert
and will expect suppliers,
such as his company, to
drop their price once the FTA
comes into effect.
“It will likely be banked by the
importers,” Annabell says.
James
“Whether that is the retailer
Annabell
themselves, or a distributor.
We might be able to use it to

Entry for Kiwi honey into
UK stores, such as health and
wellbeing retailer Holland &
Barrett, will be easier under a
free trade agreement.

negotiate a slight price rise, but it will be minimal.”
When the UK left the European Union (EU) last year, Annabell
says the big retailers were quick to seize on the slight percentage
change in duties on honey and expected a credit, so with a 16
percent change on the cards he expects the attitude out of the UK
to be the same.
While he does not anticipate those retailers to be putting any
more money into marketing of honey – as Fletcher suggested
might be a possibility – Annabell believes the FTA could have the
impact Caskey is hoping for, in both manuka and non-manuka
honey sales.
“It’s exciting because it is good for the consumer and more
people might get exposure to manuka honey, especially the
lower grades. In my experience, consumers tend to dip their toe
in at a lower grade and then trade up to higher grades and more
profitable products. From that point of view, it is really good.”
The Egmont Honey CEO has seen a free trade deal play out
before, having been on the ground in Hong Kong to negotiate
supply arrangements for Watson and Son in 2008 when China and
New Zealand entered into their prosperous FTA.
At that time the manuka honey market was in its infancy and
went “gangbusters”, but Annabell says that sort of reaction is not
likely to occur in the vastly different UK market.
“They are very different business cultures and trading
environments. A lot of the growth in China came out of smaller
traders wanting to have their own private labels, and the market
was kind of in its infancy. Whereas the UK is an established
manuka honey market and so it is not likely to suddenly become
on the radar of a whole lot of different consumers who will
suddenly start diving in and creating extra demand.”
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TOP TO BOTTOM
Another New Zealand honey packer having success in the UK is
the True Honey Co, who have forged markets by specialising in
high-grade manuka honey, UMF10+ and MGO300+. Chief executive
Jim McMillan says that, while those top-end markets are not as
sensitive to price as lower grade honey, the FTA will undoubtably
still create opportunity for them.
“It makes a difference alright, no question about that,”
McMillan says.
“We are looking to increase our efforts in the UK market and so
this will open up some more opportunities.
Previously we have been dealing
exclusively with high-end retailers, the
likes of Harrods and Selfridges, now
this will open more doors into new
outlets, such as pharmacies.
“This will be good for the wider
honey industry too, right down
to lower grades and other
native honeys. It should open
the door wider for them, whereas
previously that tariff made it
unviable for some of those lower
Jim
grade honeys.”
McMillan
Annabell conveys a similar
sentiment, pointing out that New

Zealand clover honey which once held shelf space all over the UK
was priced out during the manuka boom and in more recent years
has been hamstrung by the tariff when competing with product
from Eastern Europe and China, among others.
“I would love to see New Zealand clover and pure honeys back
on the UK shelves, the same way we have managed to get it back
on the shelves in Australia,” Annabell says.
BRING IT ON
While those with experience exporting to the UK have a good
understanding of the trading environment, Fletcher knows the ins
and outs of the larger trade and political environment and says
there are a few more macro level insights which beekeepers should
be aware of too.
The all-inclusive nature of the trade deal should open up
opportunity for more fruit and vegetable growers, and thus
potentially present more demand for pollination services.
The determination of a FTA between New Zealand the UK will
also be beneficial should the UK re-enter the EU and trade deals
need to be renegotiated, a distinct possibility, Fletcher believes.
Now though, honey traders wait for final details of the FTA to
be confirmed, before it will go through both UK and New Zealand
domestic approval processes, ahead of a yet to be confirmed
signing date in 2022. From there, the opportunity for market
growth and greater returns from producer to customer, but also
everyone in between, will begin.
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Pollen – Diamond of the
Plant World
BY NIGEL COSTLEY
You might think staring down a microscope counting pollen grains would
be tedious – particularly if you’re a senior lecturer in earth sciences at
Massey University in Palmerston North – but for palynologist Dr Katherine
Holt the stories a pollen grain can tell exert an endless fascination.
Part of that fascination is studying pollen in honeys, but also includes
teaching biogeography such as fossil identification, carbon dating and the
distribution of plants as it relates to climate change. Nigel Costley takes a
look into the wide-ranging work of the Kiwi scientist.

Holt’s work gained international recognition during a palynologist
conference in Japan she attended in 2015. Her presentation on 3D
modelling of pollen grains caused something of a sensation.
“I was bombarded with people – it was the most attention I’ve
ever received,” she says.
Concentrating on a few native species, she developed the first
set of accurate 3D-printed scale models of pollen up to 3,000
times their actual size. Building on this work, UK scientist Oliver
Wilson, in collaboration with Hull and Cardiff Universities, has
created the 3D Pollen Project, which provides a fast, free and
accessible way for anyone to print replicas of pollen grains.
The project, now based at Reading University, has a global
reach and, as of the end of last year, had been downloaded 2,500
times in 45 countries. The UK scientist is quick to recognise Holt’s
contribution to the project.
“Kat Holt is an absolute pioneer for 3D pollen. I wouldn’t
have been able to make the 3D Pollen Project work without the
effort she put in, and I doubt I would have started it without her
encouragement,” Wilson says.
The 3D idea came to her when her engineer husband wanted
to buy a 3D printer and she thought, “how can I use this for my
pollen work?”
A pollen grain viewed through a microscope is seen only in two
dimensions. Whereas, by taking photos from different angles a
3D image file can be built. That 3D image is so handy because
it otherwise takes a long time for ‘pollen spotters’ to recognise
pollen from different angles.

Dr Katherine Holt,
the Massey University
palynologist and
biogeography teacher’s work
is wide ranging, including
studying pollen in honey.

Once well-versed in pollen identification, a scientist has a
wonderfully transferable skill.
“Pollen shells are the diamonds of the plant world, one of
nature’s toughest materials,” Wilson explains from his UK base.
“They act like a time machine, lasting for millions of years. They
tell us how forests are shaped by climate change and people.”
BACK IN TIME
The time machine analogy harks back to how Holt became a
palynologist in the first place. Growing up in Napier in a family of
keen gardeners, around the age of five she was captivated with
dinosaurs. She read everything she could about them, which led
on to fossils, and eventually an interest in geological time. What
better window into the ancient past than the study of pollen?
As an adult student, the Quaternary Period (the last 2.6 million
years) became the focus of her study.
“This is the most recent period, with a lot of dramatic changes
that has shaped our modern landscape at a fine scale,” Holt says.
Her PhD thesis was an exploration of the Chatham Island’s
Quaternary history via the island’s considerable peat deposits,
with peat being an ideal medium for preserving pollen. During her
several ‘campaigns’ on the islands she discovered ash deposits
from a volcanic eruption that took place 340,000 years ago in the
Taupo district – 800 kilometres away. The island’s pollen record
traced how the forest has responded to climate change.
The Chatham Island’s landscape, its people, and way of life
(such as was detailed in Beekeeping and Business Balance on the
Chathams last month) had a lasting impact on Holt and her
interest continues with her involvement in beekeeping there to
this day. In recent years she has assessed the island’s honey,
identifying it as tarahina (Dracophyllum arboreum), mingimingi, and
pouteretere (Leptecophylla robusta). All via pollen analysis.
Her expertise will also be invaluable in addressing some of the
island’s issues on bee forage as it pertains to land use.
“Gorse is a good pollen source but of course it’s subject to
spraying, and some people want to replace the dracophyllum
[native tarahina] for ecological reasons. These are questions for
the whole island to discuss,” she says.
HONEY ANALYSIS ADVANCEMENTS
A big part of her microscope work entails identifying and counting
pollen grains for honey analysis. She finds this easy compared
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to the more “hit and miss” business of scrutinising geological
samples where the pollens can be few and far between, random,
or squashed.
Developments in artificial intelligence are proving alluring to
the pollen analysis world, with Holt and colleagues now working
on a robotic microscope to recognise and count pollen types
automatically. This entails using 3D images to train up a neural
network which mimics the human brain.
“In practise the results are not yet good enough – the sticking
point is that as more cases are added the neural networks get
confused and make mistakes,” she says.
Anomalies such as debris or squashed and clustered grains can
confuse the system. While they are definitely making progress as
stronger neural networks become available, Holt has no fears that
machines will do her out of a job.
“The real work lies in data interpretation and you still have to
know your pollen for that.”
As these systems are perfected the client should get a faster,
cheaper, and more statistically-reliable result.
Knowing your pollen also means knowing how they’re
represented in specific types of honey. This information is used
for correct labelling and marketing, so it is important a minimum
percentage of pollen grains are stipulated to qualify a honey
as monofloral.
A flower’s design and size can impact the abundance of pollen
that ends up in the nectar, and therefore honey, collected. Manuka
and kanuka flowers have their stamen close to the nectary and

thus 70 percent pollen has to be present to qualify as such in
New Zealand. While rata, with a flower better shaped for birds to
pollinate, requires only 45% to qualify.
There is more work needed to be done on understanding the
pollen make up of New Zealand’s honey if labelling is to be truly
accurate, Holt believes.
“There is a big gap in our knowledge of Kiwi honeys, other than
manuka,” she says.
WIDE RANGING WORK
Then there is the study of the nutritional side of pollen and,
although she hasn’t had a lot of experience yet in that field of
work, it’s an area Holt is keen to explore.
Currently she is analysing some pollen samples used by a
bumble bee breeder, to assess its nutritional value for that species.
There is interest too in pollen as a human nutrient, but citing the
survival of pollen shells in human excrement, she wonders how
much nutrient is actually absorbed.
“I suspect pollen may be over-hyped,” Holt says.
Clearly a palynologist’s lot is an ever-flowering one. Yet another
of her projects is developing spectroscopy for honey analysis.
In this case palynology is used as a control to guide this new
technology. Rich in new discoveries, it’s a busy life, and when I
spoke to her the academic’s day was rounded off with a three
hour Zoom call to Norway.
It’s amazing where a childhood fascination with dinosaurs can
take you…
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Stories Pollen Can Tell
Katherine Holt’s work with pollen is wide-ranging,
and so to are the stories pollen can tell us:

•

Forensic palynology dates back to the 1950s when a man
disappeared, suspected murdered, travelling down the
Danube. Mud on the suspect’s boots contained 20-millionyear-old fossilised pollen grains which could only have come
from a small area on the river. The suspect confessed, and
led police to the body, which was just where the pollen said it
would be.

•

New Zealand has its own internationally-recognised forensic
palynologists. Most notably Dr Anna Sandiford, and Dr Dallas
Mildenhall. The latter worked on the Kirsa Jensen and Mellory
Manning murder cases.

•

Archaeological studies demonstrate mead as a crust residue
inside earthenware used as funeral gifts from at least the
27th-25th centuries BC in Georgia. The main pollen found was
from meadowsweet (Fillipendual ulmaria). A comparison of the
pollen records of European honey/mead samples strongly
suggests that this is indicative of mead.

•

Monitoring airborne pollen in response to increased reportage
of allergic reactions.

•

Evidence of global warming. Studies of ragweed (a wellknown allergy-causing plant) in the US show that the
flowering season is getting longer because of the warmer
autumn weather.

•

Because of their abundance and tiny size, fossilized pollen can
be extracted from small samples of rock secured in drilling
operations. Palynology is therefore used in oil exploration and
the search for heavy minerals.

•

Ancient farmers as entrepreneurs. Pollen data from sediment
cores demonstrates well-connected markets in the Greece
Islands 2,600 years ago. Those farmers living close to the
Black Sea were reliant on importing grains, in exchange
they exported olive oil and wine. This shows a level of
specialisation and market integration that previously was
thought to have only been reached several hundred years
later with the Roman Empire.

Katherine Holt has been at the forefront of 3D pollen grain modelling globally,
such as this example of northern rata pollen (left) and acacia pollen grains (right).
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AI Tech Offers Gentle
Mite Monitoring
Beekeepers are increasingly being advised to monitor varroa mite counts in
their hives, with the goal of improved management of the external parasite.
Now, an invention out of Sweden hopes to make the task of counting mites and
interpreting the data even easier – by using artificial intelligence (AI) through
an app on smart phones. According to its creator, BeeScanning has several
benefits over other commonly used monitoring techniques and it could benefit
beekeepers in many ways, beyond just counting mites.

AI, that is the use of computers to complete tasks usually
requiring human perception, is now common in many walks of
modern life and Swedish beekeeper Björn Lagerman has spent
the last five years putting it to use in his hives.
BeeScanning is a smart phone app which requires the beekeeper
to capture photos which include 3000-6000 bees per hive tested,
usually requiring 12-24 photos over 2-4 brood frames. Those
photos are then sent, through the BeeScanning app, to its Cloud
based online AI analysis tool to count both bees and visible mites.
The app then completes a calculation to provide a predicted
varroa infestation rate for the hive, with the result returned within
minutes, when connected to suitable internet.
The calculation is based off “extensive research” to determine
how the number of mites identified through AI scanning compares
to the counts which can be gained through the alcohol wash
method of sampling a selection of bees.
By far the most common query from beekeepers, when they
learn of the concept is, how can BeeScanning count the number of
mites hidden on the underside of the bees?
“Of course we can’t,” admits Lagerman, “but we can calculate it,
since we have compared the AI with the alcohol washing method
and correlated it.”
“When we started this process, we compared what mite count
you can find visually on an image, compared to what you can
find in an alcohol wash test. We have done extensive research

Björn Lagerman, Swedish
beekeeper and founder of
artificial intelligence-based
varroa monitoring tool
BeeScanning.

comparing how many mites can be found with an alcohol
wash and how many with artificial intelligence. We multiply the
AI count with a factor that corresponds to the alcohol wash.
There is surprisingly many varroa that you can’t see, hidden under
the bees.”
Currently they use a factor of about eight, but the number is
always being adjusted as the AI technology develops and more
research comes to hand.
HOW IT BEGAN
Lagerman, a high school science teacher for the past 20 years,
has kept honey bees in Sweden since 1972, with about 100 colonies
producing three to six tonnes of honey a season. In 2016 he began
developing BeeScanning, backed by crowdfunding through a
Kickstarter campaign and working alongside Örebro University’s AI
department in Sweden.
Over the past five years the technology has developed
considerably and the BeeScanning app has been downloaded
more than 15,000 times and has 3000 active users. Most are from
the United States, followed by Sweden, Germany, Ukraine, Turkey
and England. Around 70 people have downloaded in New Zealand,
but it is early days for the company in this part of the world.
“It is spreading organically, although in some of those markets
we have done small Facebook advertising campaigns to make
people aware of it. I expect it will spread more and more,”
Lagerman says.
When his team of beekeepers first started supplying the
university with images to detect varroa on, there was a steep
learning curve for the AI. Now though, Lagerman says the AI tool
is “really good” at identifying mites and picks up about 80 percent
of those visible to the naked eye. As usage of the app increases,
and they receive more images from around the world, the founder
expects BeeScanning to only get more accurate.
MORE USES
It is not just varroa that the AI scanner can identify though and
Lagerman hopes that BeeScanning has a more diverse set of uses
going forward.
“We have trained the app to detect 15 different objects, such as
deformed wing virus, American foulbrood, chalkbrood, sacbrood
and even chewed cappings. It could be a useful tool for bee health
authorities to see if there is a disease outbreak anywhere, and
intensify their sampling in those areas.”
Further to that, he hopes BeeScanning can improve biosecurity
efforts by aiding early identification of invasive pests into a
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country, such as tropilaelaps mites, another parasite not yet found
in New Zealand.
“If we start to look for tropilaelaps with BeeScanning, we will
detect it long before anyone else will. Just by beekeepers taking
images to find varroa, we will find that beast too. It could be very
useful for defending borders.”
BeeScanning also offers the advantage of storing mite
monitoring data in one base once calculations are completed, as
opposed to the considerable manual entry required with other
mite counting methods. This can be of considerable value to large
beekeeping operations Lagerman believes.
“That is a unique feature of the app, in that it provides detail of
what was done, where, and the result.”
Assessing and displaying information is made easier too,
with BeeScanning assisting in converting hive data into more
understandable forms, such as heat maps. All this can be achieved
while taking into account privacy concerns of beekeepers,
Lagerman says.
GIVE IT A GO
While he understands beekeepers might be sceptical over the
accuracy of the results provided by the AI technology, or the
practicalities of photographing bees, Bee Scanner’s founder
says the calculations used are thorough. Because New Zealand’s
European honey bee varieties are similar to those encountered
in the countries where the technology has been developed, there
should be less refining of the AI required than in countries that
have bees of more varying strains.

“We have trained the app to find varroa on our bees and
also on the material that comes in. We have had 150,000 images
come in from around the world, mostly of European honey
bees. The more the database grows, the more reliable it is in the
different circumstances.”
Lagerman says they have done “many, many, many trials” to
confirm the calculations they are using are as accurate as can
be, but concedes that BeeScanning does slightly undercount
compared to an alcohol wash.
“It is a little less accurate than the alcohol wash, but it is good
enough to give you the idea of if the colony is safe, or if it needs
more attention.”
Downloaders of the app can use it free of charge on two hives
and after that a subscription rate of NZD$7.99 a month, or $62.99
a year applies.
With many New Zealand beekeepers living or operating in
rural areas of reduced internet speed, uploading numerous
image files could prove impractical and limiting. However, the
app’s performance is continually being refined as its creators
seek to improve not just accuracy of mite counting, but also app
performance, Lagerman says. He hopes Kiwi beekeepers will
join many others around the world and test BeeScanning for
themselves.
“If people are wondering if the app is reliable or not, the best
thing I can do is recommend them trying it out to see if it is useful,”
the creator says.
More information on BeeScanning can be found via
www.beescanning.com
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“Beekeeping is Cool!”
BY MAGGIE JAMES
The dawning of a new millennium brought with it a new hobby
that for Carol Downer has led to hours in the beehives, a string of
awards, contribution to her community, global travel, an eclectic
collection of mementos and some friends for life. Maggie James
spoke with the Auckland hobbyist beekeeper and caught up on 21
years of vast and varied connections to beekeeping.

On January 1 2000 a swarm of bees landed in a plum tree outside
Carol Downer’s, Auckland window. Carol interprets this as a
message for the new millennium - she’s meant to have bees!
The second impetus for what is now more than two decades in the
hives, was a friend with hobby hives of their own.
“I thought sitting with a glass of wine in the evening with friends,
watching bees coming and going from the hive, was pretty
awesome,” Carol says.
Later that year Carol joined the Auckland Beekeepers Club
(ABC) and, when the hobbyist friend became a new parent, Carol
inherited their full depth Langstroth hives. She also acquired
top bar and Warre hives. Now, because she regularly teaches
beekeeping through the club, Carol believes it’s important to be
conversant with all these hive types.

Carol Downer, at Gormanston College,
Ireland in 2012, with one of her
favourite scientific presenters from the
many conferences she has attended
around the world – Tom Seeley,
Professor in Biology, Department
Neurobiology & Behaviour, Cornell
University, USA.

“Primarily varroa treatments I use are organic and are all the
sorts of organic treatment methods in Control of Varroa – A Guide
for New Zealand Beekeepers [Goodwin & Taylor]. I have spent years
being proactive trying all the organic treatments described in this
book, but beekeepers don’t talk about these because they don’t
know how to implement them. One of the beauties of being a
hobbyist, is we have more time to play around with all the various
methods,” Carol says.
“I requeen mainly with queen cells. I like the brood break and it
does help with varroa control.”
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That involves knocking the old queen on the head and
introducing a queen cell. Cells are obtained from two different
suppliers, some Carniolan, some Italian, and Carol enjoys
observing the two different strains of bee.
With her bees living in paradise, on a smorgasbord of floral
sources in sunny well sheltered Auckland apiaries, multifloral bulk
and comb honey is produced. Carol estimates that, in recent
seasons, honey production per hive has decreased 20-30kg and
she puts this down to an increase in urban beekeeping, infill
housing and planting for climate change. Examples being, cacti
requiring little water, flowering briefly, not continuously and
therefore not a major source of bee forage.
Carol observes that hobbyist beekeeping can differ from
commercial operations in the manner in which management
decisions are made. She calls herself a “bee-centred beekeeper”.
“My hive production is dependent on observing what the hive
has a propensity to do. Is it producing copious amounts of pollen
or propolis? Do things look good for cut comb production?
Is a propolis mat or pollen trap required?”
Carol has been a regular recipient of the Auckland club’s
Honey Shied for top club honey, and outstandingly, for five years
Carol scooped the Supreme Honey Award at the New Zealand
Apiculture National Honey Competition, much to the chagrin of
some commercial beekeepers! She has the ability to identify her
competitors, and what the judges look for, but for the last five
years has decided not to enter.

The world’s most
versatile loaders
for beekeepers

Also an ardent photographer, the Auckland hobbyist beekeeper
took home the Supreme Award at ApiNZ’s National Photo
Competition on one occasion and has had several placings
through the years, while also having won the wax block
competition.
AUCKLAND BEEKEEPERS CLUB
When Carol joined in 2000 the ABC boasted 110 members. It
since peaked at a whopping 750 and now has around 520 in its
ranks. Her commitment to the club has included a five-year stint
as president, plus over seven years as editor of the quarterly hard
copy journal.
ABC have run masterclasses with Carol in how to prepare for
honey shows, to some success, with the Club taking out the interclub category frequently at the national honey competition.
Alongside ABC member Kim Kneijber (Authorised Person
Level 2), the pair tutor a 16-hour ABC beginners’ beekeeping
course. With Kim teaching practical management and Carol
speaking to a range of issues: beekeeping legislation, biology,
bee health, products of the hive, types of hives and equipment,
plus positioning of hives. This is run either as an eight-week, night
course, or a weekend Saturday and Sunday plus Monday night.
INTERNATIONAL AND NZ CONFERENCES
The first beekeeping conference Carol attended was the National
Beekeepers’ Conference, Dunedin 2004. Here Carol met a group
of practical beekeepers, who inspired her to learn more. She says
these people are still quite important to her – Frank and Mary-Ann
Lindsay, and brothers Peter and John Berry.
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“Frank is my go-to person, if I have a query on something
complicated, such as bee biology. I still catch up with John on his
stand at the Hastings farmers’ market. Other than ABC, these are
the first people I met that I had a beekeeping relationship with,”
she says.
Carol’s list of international conferences attended is suitably
impressive. Until recently, since 2011 there has been one overseas
meeting a year, from Apimondia in Melbourne 2008 then later
France, and Canada, plus regularly to The Federation of Irish
Beekeepers’ Association, Annual Summer School at Gormanston
College, near Dublin. Add to that, two trips to the biggest hobbyist
conference in the United States, the Eastern Apicultural Society,
as well as a visit to the Annual Convention – Central Sussex
Beekeepers’ Association 2013 in England.
The 2013 Sussex event had a focus on bee-centred beekeeping
on a biodynamic property, where one of the conversations was
bee-centred versus conventional beekeeping. It had a positive
profound effect on Carol’s beekeeping management.
“I have seen many of the world’s top beekeeping scientists speak
and their presentations are excellent. I enjoy hearing different
concepts, however here in New Zealand we also have good
scientists, some of whom are outstanding speakers.”
BUCKFAST, BLACK BEES, BEE BAGS & BROOCHES
Carol’s trip to England included a visit to Buckfast Abbey, Devon,
where the Benedictine Brothers no longer keep their bees and
there is now no honey production. However, there is a large

beekeeping educational department which includes an apiary run
by two beekeepers.
“This visit was pretty cool and would be the highlight of my
beekeeping career. The day included an amazing large butterfly
and otter farm nearby, plus a steam train ride to the Abbey.
“I was expecting the bees to be calm and gentle in nature like
the Buckfast bees I had met a few years ago when visiting a
Cornish beekeeper. I don’t usually wear a bee suit, so declined
the offer of one, but on host insistence I tucked it under my arm.
Wandering along ho-hum to the apiary, suddenly… I was attacked
by ruddy black, vicious, horrible, nasty, snarky bees!
“They were not the Buckfast bees of Brother Adam’s breeding,
but the dark European honey bee, preferred by many beekeepers
in the United Kingdom and Ireland. Apparently, there had been
no Buckfast bees on site for many years and most UK populations
today are imported Scandinavian stock lines.
“The wonderful Buckfast gift shop was also a major excuse to
buy a bee bag for my small collection of exquisite hand bags.
I also have a large eclectic collection of bee brooches and
honey pots.”
So, while she holds a healthy collection of bee-themed
momentos, it is undoubtably the connections and knowledge
gained through beekeeping – since that fateful swarm and the
dawning of a new millennium – that Carol treasures most.
“There are all sorts of fabulous things happening all over the
world in the beekeeping industry,” she says, adding, “and over the
years I have met some real cool people.”
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Win These Great Beekeeper
Stocking Stuffers!

Apiarist’s Advocate, along with some of our
core advertising supporters, would like to say
merry Christmas to our readers by offering
up some great gift ideas for yourself or the
beekeeper in your life, plus a chance for you to
win a gift pack with all four items in it. Just email
advocateprizes@gmail.com, by 12 December,
and tell us which of the four stocking-stuffer
items interests you most, and you’re in to win!

Christmas Special $20.00 + GST
(RRP $29.00 + gst)

Varroa Easy Check – 3 in 1
NZ Beeswax
Avoid a critical level of varroa mite infestation, through
early detection.
Infestation impacts on bee health and hive productivity so regular
monitoring will allow for effective treatment plans all year round.
The Varroa Easy Check is an efficient and easy-to-use tool to
evaluate the health of your hives.
Use as an alcohol wash, CO2 or sugar roll. Keep one in your
vehicle and get fast, actionable results.
Merry Christmas all!

Maxant Type 10” stainless steel
hive tool with hook
Ecrotek Beekeeping Supplies
The Maxant 10” is a popular hive tool with a chiselled end and
lever hook, useful for scraping wax off equipment and releasing
the frames, plus prising components apart within the hive prior
to inspections. This hive tool is an essential for any beekeeper,
so will be welcomed by that special apiarist in your life … even if
that is yourself!
Merry Christmas and happy new year to all our customers out
there, from the Ecrotek staff in both North and South.

Beekeepers Tool Belt
Hive World NZ
The Hive World Beekeepers Tool Belt is the ultimate beekeeper’s
accessory and THE gift for your favourite beekeeper. Never lose
your hive tool again! The ultra-strong magnet holds your hive tool
in place until required. Takes hive tools up to 30mm wide (including
our whopping Big Brute). With a multi-compartment pouch to hold
all those little extras (queen cage, grafting tool, queen marker etc,)
this tool belt will keep all your tools
within easy reach.
A merry Christmas to all our
customers!

Ceracell Handy Corflute Nuc Box
Ceracell
Do you split colonies? Want a more cost effective nuc to split into?
Are you tired of using internal division feeders in your corflute
nucs? Are you tired of lids on corflute nucs that don’t stay closed?
We have the solution!
Ceracell has researched, trialled, and designed a corflute nuc to
fix these problems. Our all new Ceracell Handy Corflute Nuc Box
is stronger and better insulated than any others on the market.
Great to have in your shed for catching swarms too!
Check out this new innovation and order yours, or for the
beekeeper in your life, now. You won’t be disappointed.
Merry Christmas from Bruce, Susan and the team at Ceracell!
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Queens – Why Bother?
BY ANDREW STRATFORD
I didn’t get into beekeeping, initially, for the
love of bees. It was more about trying to
earn a living.
My colleague when I started, Cliff
Van Eaton, said to me that the
best beekeepers he knew were
people who understood the bee’s
biology and tried to work with a good
understanding of the bees themselves.
Andrew
The goal was to look after the bees –
Stratford farm them essentially in such a way that
they would thrive and in turn look after us.
Our business mantra became, ‘caring for our
bees, our people and our environment’. The result
for us is that we almost always have great strength colonies when
we need them. Generally, too many bees are our problem rather
than not enough.

My AP2 work places me in the situation of being able to see into
a lot of different beekeeper’s hives in some amazing places. I’ve
been out going through hives the past couple of months and the
major negatives are when I look through abandoned hives, 98%
of which are dead. The background stories must be as sad as the
empty hives.
Where there are bees, I’m seeing colonies that have been well
managed in terms of their varroa control, but are often lacking in
the quality of their queens. This shows itself in how variable the
colony strengths are. Small colonies with poor laying patterns
from old queens, through to beautiful young queens with pumping
colonies, and everything in between.
In other hives I see brood full of sacbrood or chalkbrood, the
failure to requeen with good genetic stock. We as an industry have
put a lot of time recently into understanding and controlling varroa
but very little time into annual requeening – relatively easy by
comparison. Good basic bee husbandry. It’s tough making money
in this industry currently, so it’s essential we get the A, B, Cs right.
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One of the four main keys to making beekeeping a whole lot
easier for yourself is having a process in your beekeeping of
annually requeening. It’s really not that difficult to achieve, but
requires that you do a bit of planning and have mated queens
or queen cells available for when you need them. Part of the
planning means you have to contact someone who produces good
genetic queen stock and place an order. Cells are cheaper and
requeening your entire business is not that difficult if you do it at
the right time. Putting a couple of days aside at the right time
can save you a massive amount of work and means the following
season is so much more straightforward.
So, what can you do?
1.

Find a good queen breeder reasonably close to your business
and talk with them about what you want to do. Can they
supply what you need? A tip…if your colonies are full of sac
or chalk brood – maybe look to buy your cells / queens from
a different supplier from the one you’ve always used.

2.

Work out when the best time is for you to ‘blanket’ requeen
your colonies – you’ll need to put a bit of time aside in what
could be an already busy period. Believe me, the cost of
not doing it is far greater than making that time available.
Usually, protected queen cells are the way you can achieve
this blanket approach.

3.

Understand your requeening ‘windows’ and plan your other
work around this.

4.

Order your cells and talk with your queen breeder about how
to handle them and care for them best. Timing is critical so
ensure this work is priority and you handle your cells with care.

5.

Do the work. If you haven’t done it before, consider
learning from someone who knows how. The results will
speak for themselves!

Andrew Stratford is an apiculture consultant with 30 years beekeeping
experience, including as a current business owner. He forms part of
MyApiary’s management advisory team.

Time to requeen? Replacing poor laying queens with younger, better
laying stock is a fast way to improved production, but often overlooked
by beekeepers. Left: a failing queen, right: a productive queen.

PYRAMID APIARIES
QUALITY ITALIAN QUEENS

Mated queens:
numbers limited
- order now!
MATED QUEENS
VIRGIN QUEENS
CELLS & NUCS
(Marlborough pickup)

MARLBOROUGH BASED
C O M M E R C I A L LY & T E R T I A R Y T R A I N E D B E E K E E P E R S
NO STAFF, JUST HANDS-ON OWNERS
Nationwide overnight delivery of mated & virgin queens // Cells and nucs via pick-up only

P & L DAWKINS
pyramid.apiaries@gmail.com
027 383 7278
www.pyramidapiaries.co.nz
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Big Buzz on the
Back-Burner
… for Now
It was a run-away success in its inaugural
staging in 2021, but organisers do not plan to
hold The Big Buzz Festival in 2022 as the Covid
operating environment continues to throw up
impediments.
Around 2400 people streamed through the gates of Matakana
School, north of Auckland on February 14, to join in a celebration
of all things pollinators and to help foster a greater connection
between beekeepers and the wider community. The support left
organisers Isabella Sullivan and Grass Esposti optimistic for the
festival’s future as an annual event, but now that outlook moves
to bi-annual in the first instance.
Sullivan says they are still confident as to the viability of The Big
Buzz longer term and are going to reassess its potential in early
2022, with an eye to an event in 2023.
“Big Buzz was a fantastic success and we had a lot more
attendees than we expected. The feedback we gained at the time
was that most people were happy with what we were doing, how
we were doing it and all the stallholders were keen to come back
for future events,” Sullivan says.
That success led the organisers of the non-profit event to seek
to scale it up, with a greater level of funding required to make that
a possibility. Even if the event was to continue as is, Sullivan says it
would still require extra funding to help alleviate some of the work
load from her and Esposti.

“The work Grass and I had to put in to pull the event off in Covid
circumstances was huge and really came at the cost of a lot of
our personal life.
“While there is room to scale up, with stallholders interested,
the ability to access funds was reduced because of Covid. Reality
is, very few corporate backers would be willing to invest in an
event in Auckland, full stop.”
That led the pair to make an early call not to pursue hosting an
event in 2022.
“We have decided to put it on the back burner, which in
hindsight was the right thing to do. Looking at it now, if we had
committed to hosting an event in February or March next year, it
would have been a nightmare,” Sullivan says.
February’s festival was a family friendly event, featuring a
range of bee-themed stallholders, cooking demonstrations,
presentations and activities.
The organisers discussed the future of the festival with
Apiculture New Zealand, who were supportive but unable to
offer funding themselves. Chief executive Karin Kos attended the
inaugural Big Buzz in February and praised the event.
With an eye to potential future events though, Sullivan says they
would love to get more feedback from anyone who attended, or
even those who didn’t, but who wish to contribute to the concept.
Did you attend the Big Buzz Festival in February and have
any feedback? Or would you like it to be held in your region?
What direction would you like the festival to go in? Email your
thoughts to bigbuzznz@gmail.com.

Thoughts,
feelings or
other input
you’d like
to share?
We’d love to hear it.

The inaugural Big Buzz
festival in February was
a roaring success, but
when will it be back?

Email your
‘letter to the editor’ to
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz
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Healthy Bees. Healthy Planet.
Ask for NOD Apiary Products at your beekeeping supply store.
+1 613 398-8422 | www.nodglobal.com | info@nodglobal.com
@NODAPIARY
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Toward Effective
Long-Term Varroa Control
BY HEATHER BROCCARD-BELL
Being able to kill or reduce the fecundity of varroa mites “under
the cap” is crucial to reducing mite loadings long-term according
to NOD Apiary Products Ltd (NOD) lead honey bee researcher Dr.
Heather Broccard-Bell. The Canadian scientist explains the issue of
varroa reproduction and fecundity, citing several small-scale research
studies funded by NOD and carried out in Europe under Good
Laboratory Practice (GLP) conditions which demonstrate long-term
effectiveness of formic acid treatments.

Ever since Varroa destructor emerged as a new honey bee
parasite, the world has been on a quest to figure out how to deal
with it. At NOD, our mission is to create effective varroa control
technology that is safe for the environment and for beekeepers—
and that is backed by sound science.
We often think of scientific research as being simple and
straightforward, but in the real world, scientific progress rarely
happens at a constant rate. Years can go by without a significant
breakthrough. Such has been the case for varroa control research.
Most tests of varroa control techniques have focused on
measuring only short-term, immediate effects on varroa numbers
in colonies: mite falls, alcohol wash counts, and under the cap kill
levels shortly after a treatment has been administered. The data
from several longer-term studies indicated that this does not give
us the full picture of what was happening to the varroa. So, we
started to explore what happens to the mites over a longer term
and found varroa population rebound was slower after treatment
with our extended-release formic acid products
It led us to the conclusion: that treatment had potentially
impacted the ability of the surviving varroa to reproduce. So, what
form did the studies take and how is this information pertinent to
Kiwi beekeepers? Allow me to explain…
LONG-TERM MONITORING: THREE STUDIES CONDUCTED
IN EUROPE
A 2010 study from the UK [1], which began in autumn, tracked
mite-fall across three treatment groups of 10 hives each, two
which were given a single dose of MAQS™ and one control group
with no initial varroa treatment.
Sixteen days after applying MAQS™, a critical treatment was
administered using two strips of Apivar® to capture the varroa the
test treatment had missed. This is how efficacy of a test product is
calculated.
The results were consistent with what we expected: higher mite
falls in the two treatment groups than in the untreated control
hives (see Figure 1). That pattern shifts following the critical
treatment at Day 16 and by day 20, mite falls in the controls were
greater than in either treatment group. Thus, indicating there

FIGURE 1: Higher mite falls were observed in both groups treated with
MAQS three days after treatment. The critical treatment (Amitraz) was
applied at Day 16. By Day 20, mite falls in the controls were greater than
in either treatment group, indicating there were more mites left in the
untreated colonies to be killed relative to the those treated with MAQS.
Up to 37 days post treatment, mite falls continued to be elevated in the
control colonies. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

were more mites left in the untreated colonies relative to the
those treated with MAQS. Even 37 days after MAQS treatment,
which corresponded to 21 days or one brood cycle after the Apivar
treatment, there was still a significantly higher mite fall in the
untreated colonies than in either MAQS treatment group.
In spring, a full 119 days after the initial treatment with MAQS
an additional assessment was performed on the colonies showing
(Fig.2) that mite populations were not rebounding in the two
groups treated with MAQS, but were in the control group.
So, what could be going on? We did not know for sure. But we
had some ideas, such as that our data showcases the importance
of treating more than once during the active beekeeping season.
Treatment with MAQS and then Amitraz led to a lasting varroa
reduction, compared to a sole Amitraz treatment which led to a
rebound in numbers.
Two additional studies illuminate an additional potential
explanation for long-term varroa reductions in hives treated with
MAQS, but first, we need to cover a little bit of background.
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TARGETING VARROA WHERE IT COUNTS
“Fecundity” refers to an organism’s ability to reproduce –
specifically, how many offspring they produce. The higher an
organism’s fecundity, the more offspring they produce, and the
faster the population grows.
One of the quirks of varroa biology is the fact that they produce
offspring solely under sealed honey bee brood caps. Like honey
bees, female foundress varroa mate only once, upon reaching
maturity, and mating occurs only under the brood cap with the
sole male mite present, her older brother. The male develops from
the first egg laid by the foundress, and it takes six or seven days
for the male to reach sexual maturity. Although mated female
varroa can go through several reproductive cycles, all of the
offspring produced will be fertilised with the sperm from this one
mating window, which is stored inside the female’s body.
Any treatment that interferes with the activity of the varroa
under the brood cap also has the potential to affect varroa
fecundity directly, depressing varroa populations over the long run
– even in the absence of an obvious, immediate dispersal-phase
(phoretic) varroa die-off. We believe the vapours from MAQS are
able to penetrate the brood cap, causing high levels of mortality
to the varroa males and developing females, as well as to a
significant portion of the foundress mites.
CAPTURING UNDER-THE-CAP KILL
In September, 2015, another GLP study was conducted in France
[2], with a similar methodology to the 2011 study. However, this

FIGURE 2: At the end of March, the controls had significantly higher
mite falls than the MAQS treatment groups, following a critical
treatment with oxalic acid. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

time varroa numbers were assessed in two ways: sticky board mite
falls, and by uncapping brood cells within the colony. Although
Formic Pro™ did result in a greater mite drop that peaked four
days post treatment, the difference was not particularly large.
Uncapping the brood cells four days post treatment tells a story
of more subtle effects – the type that could produce a longer-term
reduction in varroa numbers within colonies. When we uncapped
the cells we saw that, although the percentage of living mature
mites was similar across the two groups, the percentage of living
immature mites was quite different (see Figure 3).
If immature mites were dying in greater numbers when the
colony was treated with Formic Pro, it suggests that immature
mites are more susceptible to formic acid. It is reasonable to

Hive Straps
Replace harsh to handle steel strapping and emlocks with
Aerofast’s New Zealand made Hive Straps. More
environmentally friendly, cost effective, easier to apply and
remove than traditional single-use steel strapping. Get in
touch today by emailing us at tiedowns@aerofast.co.nz or
phoning us on +64 3 376 4028

PROUDLY NZ MADE
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

GET YOUR BRAND
& COLOURS

UV TREATED
WEBBING

TRUSTED BY NZ’S
LEADING KEEPERS
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suspect – although these data cannot provide a definitive
answer – that of those immatures left alive, they might have been
weakened. A final experiment supports this hypothesis.
PENETRATING THE BROOD CAP
To Spain and a 2014 study [3] looking at how MAQS performed,
once again compared to a control group with no initial treatment.
All three groups were subject to a CheckMite® (Coumaphos 10%)
16 days in. (Editor’s note: this product is not registered for use in
New Zealand)
Again, sticky boards showed a small, but significant spike in mite
falls 4 days after treatment with MAQS. When CheckMite strips
were introduced on D+16, the mite fall in the untreated colonies
spiked, whereas it remained low in the colonies treated with MAQS
and Formic Pro. The absence of a spike after the critical treatment
in the MAQS and Formic Pro groups strongly suggests that the
dispersal-phase (phoretic) mite populations were already reduced
at this point, and uncapping of the brood at day 4 supported that
hypothesis – finding the proportion of living mites under the brood
cap was much lower in the MAQS and Formic Pro groups than in
the untreated groups.
The application of either MAQS and Formic Pro produced
an especially pronounced reduction in the percentage of living
immature and male mites. The ability of MAQS and Formic Pro
to impact the populations of both immature and male mites is
almost certainly what led to the reduction in dispersal-phase mites
we saw in our sticky board counts.

FIGURE 3: Although the proportion of living mature varroa found
per 100 uncapped cells was similar across the control and Formic Pro
groups, the proportion of living immature varroa was greatly reduced in
the Formic Pro® group

TAKE-HOME MESSAGES
The best way to determine long-term effects of treatments is to
monitor mite populations for extended periods. It is important
to keep in mind that sticky board counts (and similarly, alcohol
washes) can tell us only about the dispersal-phase mite
population. As we saw in the uncapped brood cells, what is
happening under the cap can be quite different from what is
happening on the colony floor. Ultimately, targeting varroa under
the brood cap with MAQS or Formic Pro will affect dispersal-phase
(phoretic) populations, but these changes are difficult to detect
using dispersal-phase assessments alone – especially if we only
look a few days after our treatment.
Heather Broccard-Bell is lead scientist at NOD Apiary Products Ltd
and holds a PhD in Evolution and Behaviour.
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Why Taxes Need to Rise
BY IAN FLETCHER
Apiculture consultant and former top bureaucrat Ian Fletcher gives
his monthly “Views from Outside the Apiary” as a non-beekeeper
but deep thinker on the plight of New Zealanders.
Last month I said that taxes in New Zealand needed to rise. This
month I explain why. Before I do, I need to say that my reasons
are pragmatic, not ideological: 250 years of revolutions from the
French to more recent times shows that handing over one’s future
to plausible middle-class megalomaniacs (from Napoleon to
North Korea, via Hitler, Stalin, Mao and a regrettably long list of
genocidal also-rans) is a short road to ruin. Public policy should
be based on good data and informed consent.
So, the data first. Cohesive societies do better than divided
societies at tackling common problems. Ethnographers (Peter
Turchin for example) and political scientists (eg Robert Putnam)

point to the benefits of cooperative social values – and the almost
inevitable failures of societies that fail to nurture cooperation. A
relatively small gap between rich and poor, the prospect of social
mobility (betterment), and a fair social safety net all demonstrably
help that process.
None of this seems surprising. It’s also partly cultural: In many
ways it reflects the values of fairness that may be an enduring
feature of New Zealand’s political culture. The American historian
David Hackett Fischer’s book “Fairness and Freedom” (2012, Oxford
University Press) compared New Zealand (with what he saw as a
dominant value of fairness) with the US, with a dominant value of
freedom. His description of important events in our social history

Results you
can trust

Be confident with your honey, by testing with New Zealand’s leading
analytical test provider. We offer an extensive range of honey tests
with fast turnaround times, using the latest technology and methods,
providing IANZ accredited results you can trust.
Test your honey with the laboratory that’s 100% New Zealand owned
and operated.

0508 HILL LAB | hill-laboratories.com
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are moving and evocative as well as informative. I hope they find
a place in our schools.
Steeply rising house prices and rents are socially damaging.
That’s something we face now. House prices are determined by
supply, demand and interest rates. As interest rates fall, buyers
can (and do) borrow more at any given level of housing supply,
and prices rise. Over my lifetime, interest rates have trended
steadily down, and house prices up. Efforts to increase supply
are undermined by falling rates: when rates are effectively zero,
the ability to borrow becomes very large indeed for those in a
position to do so, while others (the young, Maori, and others) are
marginalised permanently.
What makes interest rates fall? We now know. The Federal
Reserve of Kansas City (yep, I do read widely) has recently
published a solid and well-reviewed research paper that shows
that rich people save so much that they produce a glut of savings,
leading to falling rates. The conclusion is that “rising income
inequality is the more important factor explaining the decline
in [interest rates]”. The paper had set out to test the previous
prevailing theory that interest rates fell as an aging population
spent less and saved more.
So, if we can get rich folk to save less, interest rates will stabilise
or even rise. That will cause adjustment problems for current
borrowers (already happening with inflation). Those problems are
serious and may need regulatory intervention to help struggling
homeowners. But it also means that efforts to build more houses
will have a chance of success in rebalancing the market and
giving everyone a fair go. Falling rates will just undermine those
efforts by propping up ever rising real prices.
So, how do we get income inequality down? Raising minimum
wages, and wages set by the state (nurses and teachers) would
help. But that’s only part of the story. Putting a cap on inequality
through carefully designed progressive taxation is the other part
of the story. This is not the place to debate the merits of a capital
gains tax, but in a society addicted to property like ours, that
seems an obvious part of the answer. It’s also worth remembering
that in 1969 the US top rate of personal taxation on incomes was
70 per cent. That wasn’t a failing economy.

An accountant who understands
your business!
I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant,
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner
with all of my clients. What’s important to me
is understanding my clients’ business and
bringing that personal touch. Please contact
me confidentially and without obligation if
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and
your business this year.

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100
Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

Higher taxes would also enable nurses and teachers to be paid
more, stemming the export of skilled people to Australia and the
UK (at present our taxes subsidise their health systems through the
export of people trained here, which I think is unconscionable). It
would also enable other public investment in carbon transition,
in wider infrastructure, and in better public services. As I’ve noted
before, only the state has the capacity to support really risky or
large investment projects.
Finally, I certainly don’t relish the idea of paying more. But we
need to face the facts, and act. I do relish the thought of living in a
community which does treat everyone fairly and gives opportunity
to everyone as a result.
Ian Fletcher is a former chief executive of the UK Patents Office, free
trade negotiator with the European Commission, biosecurity expert
for the Queensland government and head of New Zealand’s security
agency. These days he is a commercial flower grower in the Wairarapa
and consultant to the apiculture industry with NZ Beekeeping Inc.
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No Pigeonholing
Nelson’s Beekeepers
Apiarists come in all shapes and sizes, ages and stages of life,
and the Nelson Beekeeping Club’s membership personifies
that, drawing together over 100 diverse beekeepers in the top
of the South Island.
Club secretary Mary Dowie says the club is largely hobbyist
beekeeper based, meaning people from all walks of life gather at
their monthly meetings.
“What really fascinated me is the diversity of people involved. The
only thing you could say about a gathering of beekeepers is you
couldn’t pigeonhole any of them,” Dowie says.
“We have one member who is 16, still hasn’t finished school, then
we have some who have been retired a number of years, and all
the ranges in between, both genders. You certainly meet people
who you wouldn’t in the normal course of events.”
The club has been running for a little over 10 years and some
members have been with them that whole time. With an apiary
of a half dozen hives at Nelson A & P Showgrounds, a small
extraction plant housed at a club member’s property and a recent
purchase of a microscope for detailed inspection of bees or other
matters of the hive, the club is well setup to support their wide
range of beekeepers.
Perhaps of most value to the club is the inclusion of some ideal
beekeeping mentors though.
“We are lucky to have guys like Nigel Costley, who was a
beekeeping tutor for many years, and Scott Williamson, who is
currently taking level 3 and 4 apiculture training courses. There is
a depth of people who have been members right from the start,
which is quite impressive,” Dowie says.
In recent months several American foulbrood cases have
been recognised around the Nelson town area and the club has
played an important role in helping members work through the
procedures required in terms of destroying hives.
“There has been a substantial focus, in the past three meetings,
about AFB and a potential outbreak. People were starting to
get concerned. If you are a new beekeeper coming into an
environment of ‘thou shalt burn your hive’, then you wonder if it is
nurturing and encouraging. However, it is a reality,” Dowie says.
As for Nelson as a beekeeping region? Well, there is not much
high-value manuka honey to be had, but it has its benefits to the
beekeeper and bees all the same.
“We are incredibly pollen rich. Where a lot of beekeeping
literature will recommend pollen supplements, especially through
early spring, we are the exact opposite. We are a cropping area,
we have orchards around, and we are a well gardened area. It is
not all open grass fields and monoculture,” Dowie explains.
Club meetings are held the first Tuesday of each month (except
January) at the Showgrounds, and usually begin with the apiary

manager going through the club hives, along with whoever
wishes to join in, followed by an indoor session from 7-9m where
guest speakers often address the members. However, it is the
casual conversations that draw most beekeepers to the club
Dowie believes.
“I think what people really enjoy is that we stop the meetings
halfway through and everyone gets a chance to have a natter.
Check in, have a talk and compare notes.”
For more information on the Nelson Beekeepers Club, or to join,
visit www.nelsonbeekeepers.org.nz.
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Freeze-dried
Honey’s Potential
EDITORIAL: BY PATRICK DAWKINS
We love receiving packages in our household. Many things bring
joy to a three-year-old, but the anticipation of tearing into a
package must be near to the top of the heap.

So, when a box arrived all the way from the Chatham Islands
last month, we were very soon into it. The resulting honey got
a positive reaction from me and – somewhat surprisingly being
that we are swimming in the stuff at our house – was also gladly
accepted by the toddler. Perhaps that was because this was
freeze-dried honey and something a little different. It was of
course a gift from the team at Go Wild Apiaries, who we profiled
in Beekeeping and Business Balance on the Chathams last month.
While I am no way qualified to be a food critic, after
experimenting and sampling with the powder-form honey for the
past few weeks, I feel sufficiently motivated to offer some small
commentary on the practical nature of this alternate-form honey.
Naturally, the first thing to be done when receiving a delivery of
a powdery-white substance was to poke a finger into the packet
to sample its goodness. The crunchy granules had a reserved
sweetness and was very appealing (I’m sure food critics use better
adjectives than that…).
Unlike Go Wild Freeze-dried Honey’s creator Kaai Silbery, I am
no chef and so I anticipated coming up with creative uses for the
product would be difficult. However, I’ve found it easy enough
to incorporate into the daily routine – sprinkled on the cereal or
weetbix at breakfast time (for those few days where I don’t gorge
on heavily loaded honey toast of course) or over the ice-cream
at dessert.
Honey as an alternative sweetener to sugar is regularly touted
as a step towards a healthier lifestyle, but liquid honey has its
limitations in this regard. Consumers are long used to applying
granular sugar, so perhaps the texture of freeze-dried honey will
make it a more welcome sugar substitute for some consumers and
thus one that more producers could
be exploring.
While the sweetness of the
powdery honey is not as
strong as a similar sprinkling
of white or brown sugar,
this consumer has felt a
whole lot better about
diving into that bowl
of porridge with a
healthy sprinkling
of honey on top as
opposed to sugar.

A delivery of powdery
white goodness from the
Chatham Islands.

At ApiNZ’s national conference, during an open discussion,
honey marketers were asked about innovation in the honey
industry and it was stated “we have been putting the same honey
in the same jars for years” and that innovation is low.
At that same conference Go Wild’s freeze-dried creation won
a gold award in the honey-based commercial food category of
the national honey awards. Perhaps that innovation can open up
the use of honey to more consumers because, if I can find a tasty
and healthy use for it within my severely-limited repertoire in the
kitchen, then surely others can too.
I’m not looking forward to running out our packet … not only
is it making my breakfast and dessert more appealing, but it also
works as a healthy “treat” for rewarding toddlers with. Perhaps
there is some marketability in that too!
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